Pitch break and performance metrics remain unchanged in pitchers who returned to the same level of play after ulnar collateral ligament reconstruction in Major League Baseball pitchers
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Background: The ulnar collateral ligament is commonly injured in overhead-throwing athletes, particularly baseball pitchers. Pitch movement (break) is a critical aspect to pitching performance. The primary purpose of this study was to determine the changes in pitch velocity, pitch break, angle of break, and pitch performance metrics before and after ulnar collateral ligament reconstruction (UCLR) in Major League Baseball (MLB) pitchers. The secondary purpose was to determine changes in pitch performance metrics before and after UCLR. We hypothesized that pitch break and pitch performance metrics would be unchanged following UCLR.

Materials and methods: This was a retrospective case-series study of pitchers who had undergone primary UCLR between 2008 and 2014. Velocity, horizontal movement (Hmov), and vertical movement (Vmov) of each pitch were collected from the PITCHf/x system for each pitcher 12-24 months before surgery, 12-24 months after surgery, and 24-36 months after surgery. Overall break was calculated by taking the Pythagorean sum of Hmov and Vmov. Angle of break was determined by taking the inverse tangent of Vmov divided by Hmov. Repeated-measures analysis of covariance was performed to determine differences in pitch velocity, movement, angle of movement, and performance metrics between preoperative and postoperative time frames. Performance metrics included balls, strikes, swings, fouls, swings and misses, ground balls, line drives, pop-ups, fly balls, and home runs. Covariates included age at surgery, time from MLB debut to surgery, innings pitched as a starter, innings pitched as a reliever, and total pitches thrown.

Results: In a cohort of 46 pitchers who underwent UCLR between 2008 and 2014, pitch velocity, movement, and angle were not significantly changed with respect to preoperative or postoperative time frames. In addition, postoperative time frames had clinically insignificant differences in pitch performance metrics.

Conclusion: Pitch break and performance metrics are not significantly affected in pitchers who return after UCLR.

Level of evidence: Level IV; Case Series; Treatment Study
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Ulnar collateral ligament reconstruction (UCLR) is a common procedure in pitchers from youth to professional. The number of Major League Baseball (MLB) pitchers undergoing UCLR has increased. Between 83% and 86% of players who undergo UCLR have been able to
return to sport, but the rate of return to the major-league level is lower, at 67%-83%. MLB pitcher performance after UCLR remains a hotly contested issue, with some studies showing no performance change and others showing declining performance postoperatively. Some rumors even persist in the community regarding improved performance and velocity postoperatively that have not been substantiated by scientific research.

Multiple advanced tracking technologies have emerged with the intent to aid in performance metrics. The PITCHf/x system (SportsVision, Chicago, IL, USA) was introduced into MLB stadiums in 2007 to track pitch characteristics, such as pitch type, velocity, release point, and movement. Horizontal movement (Hmov) is measured by the PITCHf/x system as the number of inches the ball travels left or right at home-plate crossing compared with its release point. Vertical movement (Vmov) measures the calculated movement of a pitch without the effect of gravity.

Several studies have investigated the effects of UCLR on pitchers using the PITCHf/x database. One such study found no difference in 4-seam fastball velocity after UCLR, whereas 2 studies found a decrease in postoperative velocity. One study investigated pitch movement after UCLR, measuring Hmov and Vmov separately. It showed decreases in Hmov for the 4-seam fastball and slider and a decrease in curveball Vmov postoperatively. In the baseball analytics community, pitch trajectory measured by the PITCHf/x system has been used to estimate spin rate.

A main question facing pitchers after ulnar collateral ligament injury is, Does the damage to the flexor-pronator mass, whether occurring from injury or iatrogenically during reconstruction, have the potential to affect pitch movement or break? Calculating pitch break and trajectory is an important way pitchers and coaches estimate the value of individual pitches. To determine any deleterious effects of a previous UCLR on pitch break, we used measured Hmov and Vmov to calculate overall preoperative and postoperative break vectors. We then analyzed pitch performance metrics, including swing-and-miss rate, to analyze the clinical significance of any potential changes. We hypothesized that pitch break and pitch performance metrics would be unchanged following UCLR.
Materials and methods

Subject selection

This was a retrospective case-series study of pitchers who had undergone primary UCLR between 2008 and 2014. To analyze pitch break differences before and after UCLR, pitchers who underwent primary UCLR from 2008 to 2014 were identified from a data set of pitchers that is established and maintained on a publicly accessible source at MLB Reports (www.mlbreports.com), which has been used in previous studies.²⁰,²⁵,³⁰ Pitches were excluded if they had undergone >1 UCLR in their careers and if they did not have ≥20 pitches of the same type in the 12- to 24-month preoperative, 12- to 24-month postoperative, and 24- to 36-month postoperative time frames. The cutoff of 20 pitches approximates the qualifying cutoff used by the Baseball Savant database (≥10 pitches per team game and use of the pitch being analyzed ≥5% of the time) (Fig. 1).

Data collection

In the UCLR cohort, demographic data including debut date, total pitches thrown in each time frame, innings pitched as a starter, innings pitched as a reliever, and age at surgery were recorded from baseball-reference.com.²⁷ This database was used because it is the most complete database in terms of demographic data. Pitch data were collected from the PITCHf/x database (pitchinfo.com) by pitch type (4-seam fastball, curve, or slider). PITCHf/x is a system that uses multiple high-speed cameras to capture pitch movement and velocity data that are then made publicly available.⁹ Information related to 4-seam fastball, curve, and slider pitches was collected for each pitcher in 3 distinct time frames: 18 ± 6 months before surgery, 18 ± 6 months after surgery, and 30 ± 6 months after surgery. Measures collected for each pitch type included the number thrown, average velocity, average Hmov, and average Vmov. In addition, the rates of balls, strikes, swings, fouls, swings and misses, balls in play, fly balls, line drives, pop-ups, and home runs were collected as performance metrics for each pitch.

Data reduction

Because PITCHf/x records pitch movement in horizontal and vertical vectors, further manipulation was necessary to record overall pitch break and angle of break. First, for all left-handed pitchers, the horizontal axis was adjusted to match that of a right-handed pitcher by multiplying the Hmov value by −1. The angle of each pitch was then calculated with the following equation:

\[
\text{Angle} = \arctan \left( \frac{\text{Vmov}}{\text{Hmov}} \right)
\]

The pitch angles were placed on a 360°, 4-quadrant scale based on the values of their Hmov and Vmov vectors. A negative Hmov and a positive Vmov gave a value between 0° and 90°, a positive Hmov and a positive Vmov gave a value between 90° and 180°, a positive Hmov and a negative Vmov gave a value between 180° and 270°, and a negative Hmov and a negative Vmov gave a value between 270° and 360° (Fig. 2).²⁹ Pitch break was calculated using the Pythagorean theorem:

\[
\text{Pitch Break} = \sqrt{\text{Hmov}^2 + \text{Vmov}^2}
\]

Outlier analysis was performed by calculating the first and third quartiles and the interquartile range (IQR). Angle and pitch break values 1.5 × the interquartile range above the third quartile or below the first quartile were removed for analysis.²⁸

Statistical analysis

Separate repeated-measures analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) were performed to determine differences in pitch velocity, pitch break, and angle of break between the preoperative and 2 postoperative time frames. In addition, to determine whether any pitch differences may have resulted in a clinically significant difference, a repeated-measures ANCOVA model was created separately for each pitch performance metric recorded to determine differences before and after surgery. Covariates included age at surgery, time from debut to surgery, innings pitched as a starter, innings pitched as a reliever, and total pitches thrown. These variables were selected as each could reasonably have an impact on a pitcher’s fatigue level or performance and could have served as confounders if not accounted for properly.

Results

Forty-six pitchers met the inclusion criteria for the second analysis, including 87.0% (40 of 46) in the 4-seam fastball group, 63.0% (29 of 46) in the curveball group, and 56.5% (26 of 46) in the slider group (Fig. 1). We identified 2 outliers in the 4-seam fastball data, 2 outliers in the curveball data, and 1 outlier in the slider data. This left 38,
27, and 25 subjects for the 4-seam fastball group, curveball group, and slider group, respectively. Sensitivity analysis determined that the sample sizes were sufficient to determine effect sizes of 0.514, 0.592, and 0.627, respectively, at a power of 0.8. The average age at the time of surgery was 28.0 years (range, 21-37 years).

The repeated-measures ANCOVA models for each performance metric variable in each pitch type showed no significant differences with movement, velocity, or angle changes for any with respect to time frame (Fig. 3; Supplementary Tables S1–S4). In terms of performance metrics, there was a statistically significant increase in the line-drive rate for the 4-seam fastball with respect to time frame.

Discussion

The principal finding of this study was that pitch break was not significantly different before and after UCLR in MLB pitchers who returned to pitching at the major-league level. Four-seam fastball trajectory, slider trajectory, and curveball trajectory were all not significantly changed after UCLR. Calculation of pitch break and trajectory has become a critical component of analyzing a pitcher’s potential and has been increasingly identified as a major factor in a pitcher’s ability to create swings and misses and weak contact.2 Our analysis helps fill a gap in pitching performance because the majority of the MLB UCLR literature focuses on velocity and not pitch movement.15

With respect to velocity, our analysis supports the conclusion of Jiang and Leland,13 which suggested there was no change in fastball velocity after UCLR when compared with controls, and is inconsistent with results from Makhni et al18 and Lansdown and Feeley,15 which suggested a small yet significant decrease in 4-seam fastball velocity postoperatively. In terms of pitch movement, our results differ from those published in a study by Portney et al,24 who also used PITCHf/x data. They reported a small decrease in Hmov of the 4-seam fastball. In addition, Portney et al reported significant decreases in slider Hmov and curveball Vmov, which were not reproduced in our study.

The differing results are likely because of our differing methods of control and our addition of covariates. Portney et al24 and Makhni et al18 used matched controls to determine the effects of UCLR. Lansdown and Feeley15 applied a similar method of control by using 2 seasons preoperatively and 2 seasons postoperatively to determine the effects of UCLR and used a paired t test to determine significant differences. By using each pitcher as his own control, with the preoperative time frame selected in the 1- to 2-year period before surgery to measure an appropriate healthy baseline, and adding covariates to a repeated-measures ANCOVA model, a potentially more accurate representation of cause and effect was obtained.

Although the significance of a change in 4-seam fastball movement is variable depending on statistical methodology, it is possible that a true difference exists postoperatively, but the sensitivity allowed with the current data does not confirm its meaningful existence. The potential loss of 4-seam fastball break may be explained by a loss in wrist flexion power. Flexor-pronator muscle injuries frequently occur alongside ulnar collateral ligament injuries and have been associated with poor outcomes.22 This may also result from the violation of the flexor-pronator mass...
during UCLR, as is often required during the surgical approach.1,5 However, the lack of significance in the repeated-measures ANCOVA with additional covariates suggests that UCLR may not be the only factor leading to loss of break. Our results additionally suggest that any pitch movement difference is sufficiently small to be of dubious clinical significance. This conclusion is supported by the lack of performance metric differences in line with what would be expected with a decrease in 4-seam fastball movement, particularly the lack of change in the swing-and-miss rate. The only noticeable difference was a statistically significant increase in the line-drive rate. However, this is likely a result of error of multiple comparisons, as the Bonferroni-corrected P value for the line-drive rate is .244. The lack of statistical significance in the other measured outcomes without Bonferroni correction underscores the impressive consistency in outcomes before and after UCLR in each pitch (Supplementary Tables S1–S3).

Although trends were observed, limited statistical significance was achieved. The rigorous exclusion process, which included pitcher injury history, data set size, and position, decreased the available sensitivity of the repeated-measures ANCOVA. Because of this, a significant portion of pitchers in the PITCHf/x database were excluded, many owing to a lack of return to play, delayed return to play, or transient return to play. Although the exclusion criteria improved the quality of the data overall, the inability to include pitchers who did not return to play owing to lack of data may underestimate the effects of UCLR on pitch break, as their lack of return to play may have resulted from a loss in pitch movement and thus effectiveness as a pitcher at an elite level. Therefore, some of those excluded from our analysis may have been those with the most loss of movement or velocity in their pitches. However, the number of subjects included was sufficient to determine a medium effect size of 0.514 in the 4-seam fastball population. Even in the curveball and slider groups, in which only large effect sizes were likely to be determined, the lack of consistently significant differences among the performance metric variables suggests lack of clinical significance.

As with all studies, this investigation has limitations. The specialized population of MLB pitchers renders these results not generalizable to all professional or amateur pitchers. Using publicly accessible data also limits the ability to make comparisons based on the extent of injury, surgical technique, or graft use. Moreover, we were unable to control for rehabilitation protocols and use data from pitching at the minor-league level. Differences in biomechanics were also not assessed or evaluated in this study. However, a cohort study from Griffith et al11 found no significant difference in outcomes dependent on graft types or surgical technique, so it is likely that the inability to control for these variables resulted in minimal confounding effect.

Improved technology by companies such as Trackman (Vedbæk, Denmark) and Hawk-Eye (London, UK) have enhanced pitch tracking of MLB pitchers to directly measure spin rate and spin axis. Future studies should explore these tools to better understand how pitch characteristics are affected by UCLR as well as treatment of other orthopedic injuries when enough data have been accrued to accommodate meaningful sample sizes.

**Conclusion**

Following UCLR, MLB pitchers who returned to the major-league level experienced no changes in the 4-seam fastball, curveball, and slider break when adjusted for age and other potential confounders. Similarly, the pitchers experienced insignificant changes in important performance metrics, such as the strike rate, swing-and-miss rate, and home run rate, following surgery.
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